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Miami-based MixPlaces introduces a

high-quality custom star map print and

elevates personalized mementos to a

cosmic level.

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES,

February 14, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/

-- MixPlaces, the Miami-based

trailblazing leader in crafting

personalized maps, proudly announces

the launch of its latest innovation: the

Custom Star Map Print. These

meticulously detailed maps capture

the celestial magic of life's most

cherished moments, creating a unique and timeless keepsake for the platform’s users.

Whether it's a birth, proposal, wedding, or any moment worth remembering, these maps bring

the cosmos down to Earth. The key feature of this new offering is its ability to precisely represent

the alignment of the stars, planets, and other celestial bodies at the exact date and location of a

significant life event. All users need to do is input a date, time, and place into the custom star

map builder.

MixPlaces has always been committed to providing customers with exceptional, detail-oriented,

and meaningful products that celebrate life's milestones. The company’s custom star map prints,

however, take cosmic personalization to unprecedented heights. 

New Features Include:

1. Expanded Celestial Elements: In addition to stars, customers can now include the positions of

planets, the sun, and the moon at the specific moment in time, creating a comprehensive and

dynamic representation of the cosmic scene.

2. Milky Way Galaxy Backsplash: Users can elevate the celestial experience of their prints by

opting for a stunning backdrop of the Milky Way galaxy. This feature adds a breathtaking

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.mixplaces.com/custom-star-map


dimension to the custom star map prints, making them true works of art.

3. Enhanced Customization Options: MixPlaces understands the importance of personal style.

With an array of customization options, customers can choose from various colors, sizes, and

framing options to match their unique preferences.

"Our Custom Star Map Prints represent a convergence of technology, art, and personal

significance," said Adam Mizrahi, CEO of MixPlaces. "We are thrilled to offer a product that not

only captures the beauty of the cosmos but also commemorates life's special moments in an

extraordinary way. The addition of planets, the sun, the moon, and the Milky Way galaxy creates

a beautiful cosmic tapestry that resonates with our customers"

MixPlaces continues to set industry standards for personalized keepsakes, and their custom star

map prints reinforce their commitment to innovation and customer satisfaction. These unique

celestial maps are perfect for commemorating any milestone, from first dates to graduation

parties and more, providing a timeless and meaningful way to cherish life's greatest

experiences.

About MixPlaces

MixPlaces, headquartered in Miami, Florida, is a pioneering startup dedicated to redefining

memory preservation through a unique fusion of art and technology. Specializing in

transforming cherished memories into lasting artistic mementos, the company leverages

astronomical, weather, and GPS data, combined with a proprietary algorithm and advanced AI.

MixPlaces offers various styles of framed wall prints (custom maps, star maps, coordinates art,

and more) that are meticulously crafted to adorn spaces with sentimental elegance. Additionally,

the revolutionary MixPlaces photo books automatically incorporate hidden aspects of trips,

events, and other memories. MixPlaces is committed to providing customers with timeless

creations that encapsulate the essence of their most precious moments, ready to be displayed,

shared, and treasured for generations. To learn more, visit MixPlaces at mixplaces.com or

contact us at media@mixplaces.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/688361856

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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